
            

DOMINOS SET TO FALL AFTER DOMINOS SET TO FALL AFTER NFL COMBINENFL COMBINE
 

RECORDS SHATTERED!RECORDS SHATTERED!

After taking a closer look at all 319 prospects who competed inside Lucas Oil Stadium, a number of
industry insiders are now singing a different tune about what was once considered to be a "weak
class." This year's draft class has emerged with a new reputation as a talented bunch with a wide
range of skills to offer.

The 2023 crop, like any other, possesses its own unique array of talents and strengths. Rooting for a
team that needs a cornerback, running back, or tight end? If so, you're in luck. In fact, this year's group
of tight ends is the strongest in nearly a decade, according to Daniel Jeremiah of NFL Network.

With record-breaking performances from a handful of players, including arguably the richest class of
quarterbacks in years, this year’s combine set a new standard for the positional testing norms.
Anticipation is now building to see if a record-setting four quarterbacks will be selected in the first five
picks in this year’s NFL Draft.

Florida quarterback Anthony Richardson has quickly become the face of the class and personifiesFlorida quarterback Anthony Richardson has quickly become the face of the class and personifies
everything the group has to offer.everything the group has to offer. Richardson set new thresholds for quarterbacks everywhere when he
simultaneously set new combine marks in the vertical jump (40.5 inches) and the broad jump (10 feet, 9
inches).

Despite being 6'4" and 244 pounds, his 4.44 40-yard sprint time placed him fourth among all
quarterbacks in combine history. Without a doubt, Richardson is one of the most athletic players toWithout a doubt, Richardson is one of the most athletic players to
ever partake in the combine testing, and he is one of only a select few to ever achieve a perfect scoreever partake in the combine testing, and he is one of only a select few to ever achieve a perfect score
on the RAS testing metric (Relative Athletic Score). on the RAS testing metric (Relative Athletic Score). Playing the most valuable position in the game
increases his value exponentially, which makes it almost certain that he will be selected in the top five
picks.

Richardson wasn’t the only one who turned in record-breaking workouts and had their draft stock
skyrocket by the time they left Indianapolis.

Blake Freeland, OT, BYUBlake Freeland, OT, BYU - His vertical leap of 37" set a new combine record for an offensive
lineman. What's more, his 1.68 10-yd split was just 0.01 off the all-time record. He also
concluded the day with the best broad jump (10') of the group.

Dorian Thompson-Robinson, QB, UCLA Dorian Thompson-Robinson, QB, UCLA - The four-year starter for the Bruins arrived with a day-
three grade but demonstrated one of the class's strongest arms. His ball velocity was timed at 62
mph, tying him for the all-time combine record with Josh Allen.

Calijah Kancey, DT, Pittsburgh Calijah Kancey, DT, Pittsburgh - His 1.64-second 10-yard split is now the fifth-fastest for any
defensive tackle since 1999, and his 4.67-second 40-yard dash was the quickest time for a
defensive tackle since 2003. Most impressively, Kancey has broken the record for fastest tester
by a tackle weighing at least 280 pounds.

D.J. Turner, CB, Michigan D.J. Turner, CB, Michigan - Turner, who recorded a 4.26 40, the third-best time for a DB since
2003, wins the title of "fastest man in Indianapolis" for 2023. Turner is now currently tied for the
fifth-fastest time ever in the 40-yard dash at combine.

Jartavius Martin, S, Illinois Jartavius Martin, S, Illinois - Nobody has jumped higher than Martin, who tied the vertical jump
record for a safety with a 44” performance. Martin's vertical leap now ranks among the top 10 in
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combine history.

Deuce Vaughn, RB, Kansas StateDeuce Vaughn, RB, Kansas State - Vaughn's height of 5'5" makes him the shortest player that’s
ever been documented in the history of the NFL scouting combine, which spans 36 years. In
college, Vaughn was difficult to detect and stop out of the backfield, which is a tribute to his style
of play.

RYAN POLES HOSTS "LET'S MAKE A DEAL"RYAN POLES HOSTS "LET'S MAKE A DEAL"

Chicago Bears general manager Ryan Poles has the first overall selection at the moment. But that's not
all: his quarterback, Justin Fields, is making strides as well. In conjunction, that provides a rare
opportunity, as the first overall pick usually goes to the best quarterback in the class. In the last 25
years, the first overall pick has been a quarterback 18 times (72% of the time).

Since the season concluded, speculation has centered on whether or not Poles will sell the pick and
stockpile additional selections given their roster is so thin and the coaching staff wants to surround
Fields with more superior talent.

A week in Indianapolis with the other 31 general managers, coaching staffs, and quarterback prospects
has fueled these rumors to new heights. The question now is when the pick gets moved, rather than if.

According to Rich Eisen on The Rich Eisen Show, the NFL Network combine host claimed there are
credible rumors “the Bears are already long down the road of trading the first overall pick. The teams“the Bears are already long down the road of trading the first overall pick. The teams
have been identified and compensation is being hammered out”.have been identified and compensation is being hammered out”.

It’s a no-brainer on paper for a team to trade up to secure their top quarterback before free agency
begins. This is a significant benefit for Poles as well, because it gives his staff plenty of time to revise
their selection board in light of their new draft position before the actual draft weekend arrives.

The recent signings of quarterbacks Derek Carr and Geno Smith have likely eliminated two potential
trade partners for Poles. Yet, the Bears continue to have plenty of possible alternatives to make a deal,
with nearly a third of the league in desperate search for a new beginning at quarterback. The Texans,
Colts, Panthers, Falcons, and Bucs continue to be the odds on favorites to get a deal done.

QUARTERBACK REPORT CARDSQUARTERBACK REPORT CARDS

Just a week ago, the race for top quarterback of the class was a three-way tie. However, after Anthony
Richardson put on one of the most electric combine performances in scouting history, that group has
expanded by one.



But that didn't stop his comrades from putting on a clinic of their own. Ohio State's C.J. Stroud and
Kentucky's Will Levis both showed off their individual skill sets, pulling the group closer and making life
tricky for the general managers who will be wagering their jobs on a new quarterback come April 27.

Bryce Young of Alabama felt the pressure of his peers as they bridged the previously large gap
between themselves and Young as the top overall consensus signal caller in the class after electing not
to participate in any workouts. At his pro day on March 23, Young will now have to remind scouts of
why he was the best player entering the pre-draft process.

�Bryce Young, AlabamaBryce Young, Alabama
Young went to Indianapolis to meet with teams for interviews but opted not to throw or take part in any
physical testing. Even while scouts can't penalize Young for his decision, he's put a lot of weight on his
pro day now that other top quarterbacks are catching up to him and putting up strong combine
performances of their own. 
Combine Grade: Incomplete Combine Grade: Incomplete 

�C.J. Stroud, Ohio StateC.J. Stroud, Ohio State
Stroud was amazing, putting on a throwing clinic inside Lucas Oil Stadium with the cleanest and most
polished workout of the group. Stroud demonstrated the footwork, arm angles, velocity, and ball
placement on short, intermediate, and deep throws that swiftly served as a reminder to everyone that
he still merits consideration as the first overall selection.
Combine Grade: ACombine Grade: A

�Will Levis, KentuckyWill Levis, Kentucky
During the combine, the Kentucky kid displayed his raw arm talent, which made scouts drool. In
addition to having the prototypical size and build of an NFL starting quarterback at the next level, Levis
demonstrated that if you're seeking to develop the best arm of the class, he's your guy. Although Levis'
status as the class's top gunslinger was never in question, he will need to show team evaluators he can
keep his mistakes to a minimum and possesses a high football IQ if he wants to be the first quarterback
picked.
Combine Grade: BCombine Grade: B

�Anthony Richardson, FloridaAnthony Richardson, Florida
Richardson is now in the midst of the "QB1" sweepstakes after smashing multiple combine records and
creating an unforgettable experience for scouts, coaches, and fans alike. Richardson defied previous
stereotypes of an unrefined "running threat" only by displaying the remarkable explosive traits
necessary to score every time he touches the ball, paired with a cannon for an arm. To put it bluntly,
Richardson had the best athletic combine performance of all time. Yet, will his legendary performance
be enough for him to hear his name called with the first pick?
Combine Grade: A+Combine Grade: A+

COMBINE EVOLUTIONCOMBINE EVOLUTION

The number of record-breaking marks offers evidence of the game's continual evolution. College
athletes are not only investing more time and money in their preparation, but are also adapting to the
faster pace of the NFL game. Historically, scouts used to favor athletes with the most mass, size, and
strength. Yet now that the rules have been altered to favor the passing offense, teams must designYet now that the rules have been altered to favor the passing offense, teams must design
their strategy around faster, quick-twitch athletes to take full advantage of the explosive opportunitiestheir strategy around faster, quick-twitch athletes to take full advantage of the explosive opportunities
presented through the air.presented through the air.

In addition to being exceptional athletes, defensive-line prospects like Nolan Smith (Georgia) and
Kancey both broke combine records in the 40-yard dash and 10-yard splits in large part due to their
ability to play their positions at such a light weight without suffering a dip in performance.

Thus continues the never ending cycle for coaches to develop new and creative ways to maximize
each players' particular skill-set as the league gradually morphs into a track meet more than the
backyard brawl of decades past.

  
5 COMBINE WINNERS 5 COMBINE WINNERS WITH NEW FIRST-ROUND BUZZ!WITH NEW FIRST-ROUND BUZZ!



Outside of their college tape, the scouting combine has become the single most important and
influential event for any draft-eligible prospect. Check out our top five players who were

projected second-day picks but are now getting first-round buzz after a stellar week in Indy.

5) 5) Adetomiwa Adebawore, Edge, NorthwesternAdetomiwa Adebawore, Edge, Northwestern

Adebawore had the best performance of any defensive end at the
combine, finishing in the 99th percentile of weight-adjusted 40-yard
speeds. At 283 pounds, he ran a 4.49, 40-yard dash and was in the top
five in both the bench press and the vertical jump.

Adebawore's ability to look at home in defensive end, defensive tackle,
and linebacker drills is indicative of his remarkable athleticism and
indicates that he should be discussed as a late first round pick.

Round One Team Fit: Seattle SeahawksRound One Team Fit: Seattle Seahawks

4) 4) Cody Mauch, OL, North Dakota StateCody Mauch, OL, North Dakota State

Mauch has repeatedly displayed his first-round potential by lining up and
looking polished at all five offensive line spots, at both the Senior Bowl and
Combine. A former walk-on tight end Mauch showed deceptive athleticism
early in his college career and has continued to improve with each passing
year.

He left the combine as the fifth most athletic lineman among his peers, and
has since proven his worth as a well-rounded blocker that teams like the
Kansas City Chiefs and the Cincinnati Bengals might consider selecting at
the end of the first round.

Round One Team Fit: Cincinnati BengalsRound One Team Fit: Cincinnati Bengals

3) Darnell Washington, TE, Georgia3) Darnell Washington, TE, Georgia

Washington defied expectations at the combine by showing off his
quickness and catching prowess despite his massive size (6'7", 264
pounds). Washington topped the competition in the 20-yard shuttle and
made the best one-handed catch of the day in the receiving drills.

His play was often overlooked in favor of Georgia's more flashy offensive
options however, Washington possesses the blocking prowess of a sixth
offensive lineman and can create mismatches in one-on-one jump balls.
One team is guaranteed to fall in love with his rare attributes and feel the
pressure to take him on day one as a true X-factor weapon in the NFL.

Round One Team Fit: Dallas CowboysRound One Team Fit: Dallas Cowboys

2) Julius Brents, CB, Kansas State2) Julius Brents, CB, Kansas State

Despite being buried on the rankings prior to the combine, Brents gave it
his all in an effort to break through a deep group of cornerbacks. When
Brents competed in Indianapolis, he wowed scouts by placing first in the
20-yard shuttle, the 3-cone, and the broad jump.

Brents' size and athleticism remind people of Seattle Seahawk Tariq
Woolen, who went on to place second in last year's rookie of the year
voting. This, along with the fact that he had the second greatest vertical
jump and landed among the 99th percentile in wingspan, means that his
day two projection might now creep into round one.

Round One Team Fit: Baltimore RavensRound One Team Fit: Baltimore Ravens

1) Jahmyr Gibbs, RB, Alabama1) Jahmyr Gibbs, RB, Alabama

Although he’s the second best tailback in the class, Gibbs has been largely
overlooked as Texas's superstar Bijan Robinson continues to receive all
the hype. Gibbs narrowed the distance though with a 4.36 40, which was
good for second fastest time among all tailbacks.

Gibbs' projection into the pass-happy NFL is more particularly
advantageous with his home run speed and 44 receptions last year.
Although teams have been waiting in the draft to select a running back,
Gibbs showed why he should be taken on day one with his Alvin Kamara-
esque play.



Round One Team Fit: Philadelphia Eagles Round One Team Fit: Philadelphia Eagles 

 
COMBINE SUPERLATIVECOMBINE SUPERLATIVE  RESULTSRESULTS

I predicted my combine superlatives last weekcombine superlatives last week. Now that the numbers have been tallied, the
victorious parties can be officially revealed.

Weight Room Warrior (Most Bench Reps)Weight Room Warrior (Most Bench Reps)
 
Winner: Andrew Vorhees, OG, USCWinner: Andrew Vorhees, OG, USC
The bittersweetness of this story makes it a
contender for uplifting tale of the week. On
Sunday, Vorhees tore his ACL while
participating in Combine drills.

Yet, he insisted on doing the bench press
and ended up setting a Combine record with
38 reps, demonstrating his ability to
persevere amid adversity.

Previous Prediction: Andrew Vorhees, OG,Previous Prediction: Andrew Vorhees, OG,
USCUSC

Speed Demon (Fastest 40)Speed Demon (Fastest 40)
  
Winner: D.J. Turner, CB, MichiganWinner: D.J. Turner, CB, Michigan
Now tied for the fourth-fastest 40 time in
combine history (4.26), Turner took home the
gold in runaway fashion, and etched his
name inside the halls of Lucas Oil Stadium.

Turner also posted the second fastest 10-
yard split among all 319 prospects (1.47) as
he looks to separate from his pack of peers
in a loaded cornerback class.

Previous Prediction: Devon Achane, RB,Previous Prediction: Devon Achane, RB,
Texas A&MTexas A&M

Thunder & Lightning (Biggest & Fastest)Thunder & Lightning (Biggest & Fastest)
 
Winner: Calijah Kancey, DT, PittsburghWinner: Calijah Kancey, DT, Pittsburgh
Kancey ran a 4.67-second 40-yard sprint at
281 lbs. That’s the fastest a defensive tackle
has run at the combine in 20 years.

That was also one-tenth of a second faster
than Aaron Donald, another Pittsburgh
Panther great and future Hall of Famer. 

Adetomiwa Adebawore needs an honorable
mention, running a 4.59 at 282 lbs. Putting
him in the 99th percentile of weight-adjusted
athletes and the fastest player ever for his
size.

Previous Prediction: Myles Murphy, DL,Previous Prediction: Myles Murphy, DL,
ClemsonClemson

Swiss Army Knife (Most Versatile)Swiss Army Knife (Most Versatile)
  
Winner: Nolan Smith, Edge, GeorgiaWinner: Nolan Smith, Edge, Georgia
Smith posted the best 40-yard dash time and
vertical leap in combine history for a player
weighing more than 240 pounds (sub 4.4
seconds and 39 inches, respectively).

Nolan's official 40-yard sprint time was 4.39
seconds, and his vertical leap measured 41.5
inches, both of which are truly spectacular.
As a result of his physical prowess and
agility, he is an invaluable defensive asset in
a wide variety of setups and schemes.
Getting after the passer is where he really
shines, but he also excels in coverage and
against the run.

Previous Prediction: Trenton Simpson, LB,Previous Prediction: Trenton Simpson, LB,
ClemsonClemson

https://lockedonpodcasts.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/03/NFL-DRAFT-BUZZ-Combine-Preview-Created-20230227-65756-PM-CST.pdf


Kangaroo King (Best Vertical/Broad Jump)Kangaroo King (Best Vertical/Broad Jump)
 
Winner: Julius Brents, CB, Kansas StateWinner: Julius Brents, CB, Kansas State
Brents had the fourth-best 41.5-foot vertical
and the mind-blowing 11-foot-6-inch broad
jump out of the gym, making him one of the
few players with a lethal combination of lower
body explosion.

He had the 9th-best broad jump result in
combine history.

Previous Prediction: Quentin Johnston, WR,Previous Prediction: Quentin Johnston, WR,
TCUTCU

Most To GainMost To Gain
  
Winner: Anthony Richardson, QB, FloridaWinner: Anthony Richardson, QB, Florida
No player had a better combine than
Richardson, as he leaves the combine with
player comparisons to Cam Newton, Michael
Vick, and Daunte Culpepper. Once projected
to be taken on day two, Richardson is now a
real contender to be chosen with the first
overall pick. A performance you'll be telling
your grandkids about for generations.

Previous Prediction: Nolan Smith, Edge,Previous Prediction: Nolan Smith, Edge,
GeorgiaGeorgia

 

NFL Draft 2023: What would it take to get the No. 1 pick from the Bears?NFL Draft 2023: What would it take to get the No. 1 pick from the Bears?

The NFL combine is getting started, and the Chicago Bears are open for business with
the number one pick in the NFL draft. CHICAGO - As soon as the Chicago Bears landed
the top pick in the 2023 NFL draft, speculation that the team would look to deal either the
pick, or incumbent quarterback Justin Fields, ran rampant.

READ MOREREAD MORE

 

Aaron Rodgers meets with Jets,Aaron Rodgers meets with Jets,
signaling end of his tenure in Green Baysignaling end of his tenure in Green Bay

After the Jets met with Aaron Rodgers this
week, it seems inevitable his time with the
Packers will be over soon. GREEN BAY,
Wis. - The Green Bay Packers granted
longtime quarterback Aaron Rodgers
permission to speak with the New York
Jets, potentially signaling the end of his
tenure with the team, a tenure which dates
all the way back to 2005.

READ MOREREAD MORE

Why the Minnesota Vikings shouldWhy the Minnesota Vikings should
extend Kirk Cousins | Locked on Sportsextend Kirk Cousins | Locked on Sports
MinnesotaMinnesota

Minnesota will decide whether to extend
Cousins to a long team deal or let him walk
in free agency and turn elsewhere to find
their quarterback in 2023. MINNEAPOLIS -
Almost exactly one year ago the Minnesota
Vikings and veteran quarterback Kirk
Cousins agreed on a one-year extension to
keep the 34-year-old signal caller around
for 2022.

READ MOREREAD MORE

 

Could the Tennessee Titans trade up forCould the Tennessee Titans trade up for
the No. 1 pick? | Locked on Titansthe No. 1 pick? | Locked on Titans

Super Bowl buzz: Aaron Rodgers,Super Bowl buzz: Aaron Rodgers,
Raiders rumors are heating up on RadioRaiders rumors are heating up on Radio

https://www.wthr.com/article/sports/locked-on/lo-national/today-podcast/nfl-draft-2023-what-would-it-take-to-get-the-no-1-pick-from-the-bears/535-32ea355e-65a9-4737-a3ea-2d385ac0a087
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Rumors are swirling that the Tennessee
Titans are looking to trade from No. 11 up
to No. 1 in the 2023 NFL Draft.
NASHVILLE, Tenn. - The Chicago Bears
currently hold the No. 1 pick in the 2023
NFL draft, but with Justin Fields under
center for the foreseeable future it is open
season for QB-needy teams to try and
trade up for the pick.

READ MOREREAD MORE

RowRow

Put the whole NFL media in one place and
people are going to talk. Right now, they're
talking all about Aaron Rodgers to the
Raiders rumors. PHOENIX - After Tom
Brady's retirement, attention turned to
another veteran future Hall of Fame
quarterback expected to change teams this
offseason: Green Bay Packers quarterback
Aaron Rodgers.

READ MOREREAD MORE

 

WATCH MOREWATCH MORE

 

Follow your favorite team every day with the #1 local NFL
podcasts for gridiron fans.

FIND YOUR NFL PODCASTFIND YOUR NFL PODCAST
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